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OPINION 


CHAvEZ, Justice. 

{I} One ofthe most precious personal rights in a free society is the right to vote for 

the candidate ofone's choice. Wesberryv.Sanders,376U.S.l, 17(1964). The right 

to vote is the essence of our country's democracy, and therefore the dilution ofthat 

right strikes at the heart ofrepresentative government. The idea that every voter must 

be equal to every other voter when casting a ballot has its genesis in the Equal 

Protection Clause, U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1 (Equal Protection Clause), and is 

commonly referred to as the "one person, one vote" doctrine. As stated by the United 

States Supreme Court in the seminal case of Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533,577 

(1964), "[b]y holding that as a federal constitutional requisite both houses of a state 

legislature must be apportioned on a population basis, we mean that the Equal 

Protection Clause requires that a State make an honest and good faith effort to 

construct districts, in both houses of its legislature, as nearly of equal population as 

is practicable." Therefore, when it comes to preserving an adult citizen's right to 

vote, there is no more important task for the Legislature and the Governor to perform 

than the decennial reapportionment ofdistricts for state and national elective offices. 

{2} At issue in this case is the apportionment of the New Mexico House of 

Representatives following the 2010 federal census. It is undisputed that the House 
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of Representatives at this time is unconstitutionally apportioned. The Legislature 

passed House Bill 39, which reapportioned the House, during the 2011 Special 

Session. Governor Susana Martinez vetoed House Bill 39.1 Because the lawmaking 

process failed to create constitutionally-acceptable districts, the burden fell on the 

judiciary to draw a reapportionment map for the House. To accomplish this we 

designated retired District Judge James Hall, a hard-working jurist with an 

impeccable reputation for both fairness and impartiality, to assume this arduous 

undertaking. 

{3} After eight days oftestimony and the submission ofnumerous reapportionment 

maps by the parties, the district court adopted, in part, the third alternative plan 

submitted by the attorneys representing Governor Martinez and Lieutenant Governor 

John Sanchez (Executive Alternative Plan 3). Petitioners filed petitions for a writ of 

superintending control asking this Court to assume jurisdiction over the case. 

Petitioners asked this Court to either reverse the district court and adopt an alternative 

plan or remand the case with instructions regarding the legal standards that the district 

]The Legislature was unable to pass reapportionment legislation relating to the 
Congress. Governor Martinez vetoed legislation reapportioning the Public 

18 Regulation Commission and the state Senate. The district court's decision regarding 
19 these elective offices is not challenged. 
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court should apply. Petitioners argued that the district court incorrectly applied the 

law for reapportionment (1) by not protecting against the dilution ofminority voting 

rights under the Voting Rights Act; (2) by prioritizing the smallest deviations from 

ideal popUlation equality over the traditional redistricting principles; and (3) by 

selecting a partisan plan. In addition, Petitioners raised issues such as due process 

and separation ofpowers that were addressed in an order we entered on February 10, 

2012, or that are otherwise deemed to be without merit. 

{4} We granted Petitioners' requests for writs of superintending control by 

assumingjurisdiction in this matter and established an extremely expedited briefing 

schedule designed to permit this Court to conduct oral argument and issue a decision 

forthwith in an effort not to delay the House elections. Before this year this Court 

had never been asked to decide the legal principles that would govern our courts 

when they draw reapportionment maps. After reading the parties' briefs and listening 

to oral argument, we entered an order articulating the legal principles that should 

govern redistricting litigation in New Mexico and remanded the case to the district 

court for further proceedings consistent with the order. 

BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

{5} The House ofRepresentatives must be composed ofseventy members elected 
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1 from single-member districts that are contiguous and as compact as is practicable and 

2 possible. N.M. Const. art. IV, § 3(C); NMSA 1978, § 2-7C-3 (1991). The 2010 

3 federal census indicates that the population in New Mexico is 2,059,179 people, an 

4 increase of 13.2 percent over the population documented by the 2000 census. Profile 

5 of General Characteristics for the United States, United States Census Bureau 

6 (2010). The ideal House district population, under the one person, one vote principle, 

7 would be 29,417 people. The current House districts deviate from the ideal 

8 population with percent deviations ranging from negative 24.3 to a positive 100.9, for 

9 a total deviation range of 125.2 percent. The population in West Albuquerque and 

IORio Rancho indicate that these areas combined can support three additional house 

11 districts. Slower growth in North Central New Mexico, Southeastern New Mexico, 

12 and Central Albuquerque indicate that these areas each currently have one di strict too 

13 many. 

14 {6} The need to reapportion elected offices in the New Mexico House of 

15 Representatives is readily apparent from the above summary of population growth 

16 and shifts. The Legislature has the responsibility to reapportion its membership. See 

17 N.M. Const. art. IV, § 3(D). The bipartisan New Mexico Legislative Council 

18 unanimously adopted "Guidelines for the Development of State and Congressional 
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Redistricting Plans" and fonned a bipartisan Interim Redistricting Committee to 

prepare to fulfill the Legislature's constitutional responsibility. The Interim 

Redistricting Committee developed redistricting plans and invited public input 

regarding the plans so as to make recommendations to the Legislature in advance of 

the September 6, 2011 Special Session called by Governor Martinez. 

{7} During the summer of 2011, the Interim Redistricting Committee held public 

hearings throughout New Mexico and gathered input from citizens and special 

interest groups. Possible redistricting plans were presented to the public for their 

input. Demographer Brian Sanderoff and his company, Research & Polling, Inc., 

worked with Republican and Democrat legislators to create plans requested by 

individual legislators or their caucuses. A common theme expressed by citizens 

during these hearings was their desire to keep their municipalities and communities 

unified so that their representatives would better represent their interests and values. 

The Native American leadership fully participated in the public meetings and worked 

closely with the Legislature throughout the process to convey their concerns and 

preferences for Native American voting districts. The Native American leaders also 

attempted to communicate with the Governor's Office both prior to and during the 

Special Session to convey their preferences, but they did not receive a response. 

5 
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{8} During the entire legislative process, including the Special Session, over 200 

redistricting plans were drafted by Research & Polling. Many of those plans were 

introduced during the Special Session and debated in committee and on the floor of 

both legislative chambers. No redistricting plan introduced during the Special 

Session was identified as proposed or approved by Governor Martinez. House Bill 

39, which reapportioned the House, passed both the House and the Senate without a 

single Republican vote in favor of the bill. Governor Martinez later vetoed the bill. 

{9} Numerous complaints by various parties were filed in different state district 

courts challenging the constitutionality ofthe current distribution ofvoters under the 

State and Congressional maps. We found it appropriate to exercise our 

superintending control because this is not the first time New Mexico courts have been 

imposed upon to reapportion political maps. See Jepsen v. Vigil-Giron, No. D-O 1 0 1

CV -02177 (N.M. D. Ct. January 24, 2002). We consolidated all of the cases and 

appointed retired District Judge James Hall to preside over the redistricting litigation. 

{to} During the trial, the district court was initially presented with six complete 

House redistricting plans: (1) the Legislative Plan passed by the Legislature as House 

Bill 39; (2) the Executive Plan; (3) the James Plan; (4) the Sena Plan; (5) the Egolf 

Plan; and (6) the Maestas Plan. The Multi-TriballNavajo Nation plaintiffs also 
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submitted partial plans to address the concerns ofthe Native American population in 

New Mexico. As the trial progressed, nine additional plans were tendered by certain 

parties, some to address criticisms raised during the testimony of various witnesses 

and others to respond to the district court's request. In addition to numerous lay 

witnesses, seven expert witnesses, some demographers and others political scientists, 

testified in favor of and in opposition to certain maps. 

{Jl} The executive plaintiffs tendered Executive Alternative Plan 3, which was 

adopted in part by the district court, into evidence on the last day of testimony. The 

Governor's demographer who drew the plan was not available to testify. In addition, 

other expert witnesses who had previously introduced methodologies for assessing 

the partisan performance of plans and compliance with historic state poli cies were 

also not available to testify. Brian Sanderoff, the earlier-mentioned demographer, 

who had assisted legislators from all parties to prepare redistricting maps, testified 

about Executive Alternative Plan 3. He noted that the plan had significant partisan 

performance changes and that the plan could have been drawn without such 

significant changes. 

{l2} The district court entered detailed findings of fact and conclusions of law 

rejecting the Legislative Plan and other plans submitted by the parties. The 
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1 Legislative Plan was rejected because it systematically left North Central and 

2 Southeastern New Mexico underpopulated, which diluted the votes ofthe persons in 

3 the more populated areas of the state: specifically West Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, 

4 and Dofia Ana County. An overriding, related concern was the Legislative Plan's 

5 failure to consolidate a district in North Central New Mexico. The district court 

6 rejected another proposed plan because of"significant partisan bias." It rejected one 

7 plan because of"highly partisan incumbent pairings" and another plan because ofthe 

8 pairing of "the only Republican incumbent in north central New Mexico with a 

9 Democratic incumbent and splits Los Alamos [from] White Rock." Other plans were 

1 0 rejected because ofthe failure "to establish Native American districts as contained in 

11 the Multi-TriballNavajo Nation Plan under the Voting Rights Act." 

12 {13} The district court adopted Executive Alternative Plan 3, with a mmor 

13 modification, because it found that, the plan prioritized low popUlation deviations 

14 between districts, adhered to the requirements of the Voting Rights Act, and 

15 reasonably satisfied secondary reapportionment policies. The district court 

16 acknowledged that Executive Alternative Plan 3 impacted partisan performance 

17 measures, but determined that because all ofthe plans had some partisan effect, it was 

18 compelled not to allow partisan considerations to control the outcome of its decision. 
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GOVERNING PRINCIPLES 

{l4} Our review of whether the district court applied the correct legal standards in 

selecting a redistricting plan is de novo. Straus berg v. Laurel Healthcare Providers, 

LLC, 2012-NMCA-006, ~ 6,_N.M._,_P.3d_. As mentioned earlier, the 

"one person, one vote" doctrine applied by the United States Supreme Court in 

Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 558 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted), is 

grounded in the Equal Protection Clause. This doctrine prohibits the dilution of 

individual voting power by means of state districting plans that allocate legislative 

seats to districts of unequal populations, thereby diminishing the relative voting 

strength of each voter in overpopulated districts. While the United States Supreme 

Court has held that popUlation equality is the paramount objective of apportionment 

for congressional districts, Karcher v. Daggett, 462 U.S. 725, 732-33 (1983), state 

legislative district plans require only "substantial" popUlation equality, see Gaffney 

v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735, 748 (1973). According to the results ofthe 2010 census, 

ideal popUlation equality among each ofthe seventy House Districts in New Mexico 

would be 29,417 persons. However, such mathematical precision is not mandated by 

the Equal Protection Clause. See Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 577. Adherence to the 

requirements of the Voting Rights Act is essential, and justifiable considerations, 
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such as incorporating legitimate and rational state policies relevant to our 

representative form of government, may result in deviations from ideal popUlation 

equality. See id. at 577-81. 

VOTING RIGHTS ACT 

{IS} Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965,42 U.S.C. § 1973, prohibits any 

State or political subdivision from imposing any electoral practice "which results in 

a denial or abridgment of the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on 

account of race or color." 42 U.S.C. § 1973(a). If districts are drawn in such a way 

that a bloc voting majority is usually able to defeat candidates supported by a 

politically cohesive, geographically insular minority group of sufficient size, those 

districts will not be in compliance with Section 2. Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 

30,49 (1986). The Gingles Court defined three threshold conditions for establishing 

a Section 2 violation. "[T]he minority group must be able to demonstrate [(1)] that 

it is sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority in a 

single-member district[; (2)] that it is politically cohesive[; and (3)] that the white 

majority votes sufficiently as a bloc to enable it ... to defeat the minority's preferred 

candidate." ld. at 50-51 (footnotes omitted). If these three preconditions are 

established, then a violation of Section 1973(a) of the Voting Rights Act occurs if 

10 




1 based on the totality of circumstances, it is shown that the political 
2 processes leading to nomination or election in the State or political 
3 subdivision are not equally open to participation by members ofa [racial 
4 group] in that its members have less opportunity than other members of 
5 the electorate to participate in the political process and to elect 
6 representatives of their choice. 

7 {16} The essential inquiry is whether, as a result of the way the districts are 

8 structured, the protected minority group does "not have an equal opportunity to 

9 participate in the political processes and to elect candidates oftheir choice." Gingles, 

10 478 U.S. at 44 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). Relevant to this 

11 essential inquiry are the non-exclusive factors set forth in the Senate Report on the 

12 1982 amendments to the Voting Rights Act, which include 

13 the history of voting-related discrimination in the State or political 
14 subdivision; the extent to which voting in the elections of the State or 
15 political subdivision is racially polarized; the extent to which the State 
16 or political subdivision has used voting practices or procedures that tend 
17 to enhance the opportunity for discrimination against the minority group 
18 ...; the extent to which minority group members bear the effects ofpast 
19 discrimination in areas such as education, employment, and health, 
20 which hinder their ability to participate effectively in the political 
21 process; the use ofovert or subtle racial appeals in political campaigns; 
22 and the extent to which members of the minority group have been 
23 elected to public office in the jurisdiction. The Report notes also that 
24 evidence demonstrating that elected officials are unresponsive to the 
25 particularized needs of the members of the minority group and that the 
26 policy underlying the State's or the political subdivision's use of the 
27 contested practice or structure is tenuous may have probative value. 

11 
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Gingles, 478 U.S. at 44-45 (citing S. Rep. No. 97-417 (1982), at 28-29, U.S. Code 

Congo & Admin. News 1982, at 205-07). 

{17} For the purposes of Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, only eligible voters 

affect a group's opportunity to elect candidates. Therefore, the question is whether 

the minority group has a citizen voting-age majority in the district. See League of 

United Latin Am. Citizens v. Perry, 548 U.S. 399, 427-29 (2006). Also under Section 

2, because the injury is vote dilution, the Gingles compactness inquiry considers "the 

compactness of the minority population, not ... the compactness of the contested 

district." Bush v. Vera, 517 U.S. 952, 997 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (referring to 

Gingles, 478 U.S. 30). A district that "reaches out to grab small and apparently 

isolated minority communities" is not reasonably compact. Jd. at 979. Section 2 

compactness should take into consideration "traditional districting principles such as 

maintaining communities of interest and traditional boundaries." Jd. at 977; see also 

Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630, 647 (1993) (reasoning that traditional districting 

principles "are important not because they are constitutionally required-they are 

not-but because they are objective factors that may serve to defeat a claim that a 

district has been gerrymandered on racial lines"). 

{IS} In this case, the district court's Findings of Fact 42 through 60 support 

12 
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adopting the Multi-TriballNavaj0 Nation partial plan. These findings by the district 

court have not been challenged on appeal, and therefore any redistricting plan must 

contain the Multi-TriballNavajo Nation partial plan. 

{l9} The Egolf petitioners, however, have raised the issue of whether the district 

court applied the correct legal standard to its analysis of the Hispanic community in 

and around Clovis, New Mexico. The district court found that "[t]he Hispanic 

community in and around Clovis is sufficiently large and geographically compact to 

constitute a majority in a single-member district," that the community "is politically 

cohesive," and that "Anglos in the area vote sufficiently as a bloc to enable them to 

usually defeat the minority's preferred candidate." 

{20} A federal three-judge panel had previously found a detailed history of racial 

and ethnic discrimination affecting the Clovis minority population. Sanchez v. King, 

No. 82-0067-M (D.N.M. 1984). That panel found a violation of federal law and 

redrew House District 63 to include compact and politically cohesive Clovis 

minorities and make the district a performing, effective, majority-minority district. 

Id. "Of course, the federal courts may not order the creation of maj ority-minority 

districts unless necessary to remedy a violation of federal law. But that does not 

mean that the State's powers are similarly limited." Voinovich v. Quilter, 507 U.S. 

l3 
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146, 156 (1993). Although House District 63 was reshaped in the Jepsen court-

ordered redistricting plan, it remains an effective majority-minority district. In the 

present trial, there was no evidence to establish that the relevant population had 

materially changed so as to no longer require an effective majority-minority district. 

Therefore, the same considerations that led to a redrawing of House District 63 in 

1984 continue to be relevant to the history of voting-related discrimination in this 

area. As a result, on remand the district court should determine whether the relevant 

population is an effective Hispanic citizen voting-age population. Any redistricting 

plan ultimately adopted by the district court should maintain an effective majority-

minority district in and around the Clovis area unless specific findings are made 

based on the record before the district court that Section 2 Voting Rights Act 

considerations are no longer warranted. 

MINOR DEVIATIONS BASED ON LEGITIMATE AND RATIONAL STATE 
POLICY ARE PERMISSIBLE 

{21} Although ideal population equality and whether a plan dilutes the vote of any 

racial minority are primary considerations in drawing a districting map, minor 

deviations from absolute population equality are tolerated to permit states to pursue 

legitimate and rational state policies relevant to our representative government. See 

14 
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Mahan v. Howell, 410 U.S. 315,321-22 (1973) (recognizing that more flexibility is 

constitutionally permissible with respect to state legislative reapportionment than in 

congressional reapportionment). We interpret the United States Supreme Court to 

require courts to consider "the policies and preferences of the State, as expressed in 

statutory and constitutional provisions or in the reapportionment plans proposed by 

the state legislature, whenever adherence to state policy does not detract from the 

requirements of the Federal Constitution." White v. Weiser, 412 U.S. 783, 795 

(1973). Adhering to state policies is a way in which courts can give effect to the will 

ofthe majority ofthe people. Preisler v. Secretary o/State, 341 F. Supp. 1158, 1161

62 (D.C. Mo. 1972). 

{22} Because the promotion of legitimate and rational state policies will often 

necessitate "minor deviations" from absolute population equality, the United States 

Supreme Court has held that such minor deviations alone are insufficient to establish 

a prima facie case of invidious discrimination. Voinovich, 507 U.S. at 161. So what 

constitutes a minor deviation? In Brown v. Thomson, 462 U.S. 835, 842 (1983), the 

United States Supreme Court held that redistricting plans with a maximum population 

deviation below ten percent fall within the category of minor deviations that are 

insufficient to establish a prima facie violation of the Equal Protection Clause. 

15 
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{23} The following methodology is used to calculate deviation percentages. First, 

the population deviation ofa district is the percentage by which a district's population 

is above or below the ideal population. The ideal population is determined by 

dividing the total population by the total number of districts in the state. "Total 

deviation" is determined by adding the absolute deviation of the district with the 

largest population to the absolute deviation of the district with the smallest 

population. The total deviation can also be thought of as the range of population 

deviations. 

{24} Iften percent is the maximum allowable deviation, then a legislative plan with 

five percent deviations or less in each district will be prima facie constitutional 

because the total absolute deviation will not exceed ten percent. Conversely, 

legislative plans with a total population deviation greater than ten percent are prima 

facie unconstitutional. See Brown, 462 U.S. at 842-43. The New Mexico State 

Legislature has declared it to be state policy not to consider a redistricting plan that 

includes any district with a total population that deviates more than plus or minus five 

percent from ideal. Thus, no district may contain a population that deviates more 

than plus or minus 1,470 persons from the ideal population of29,417. 

{2S} However, simply because a plan has minor deviations that are prima facie 
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constitutional does not mean that such plans are immune from judicial challenge. See 

Larios v. Cox, 300 F. SUpp. 2d 1320, 1340-41 (N.D. Ga. 2004) (rejecting Georgia's 

redistricting plans for its state legislature, although the plans contained maximum 

deviations under ten percent). An equal protection challenge will lie "ifthe plaintiff 

can present compelling evidence that the drafters ofthe plan used illegitimate reasons 

for population disparities and created the deviations solely to benefit certain regions 

at the expense of others." See Legislative Redistricting Cases, 629 A.2d 646, 657 

(Md. 1993). 

{26} Yet plans with prima facie constitutional ten-percent deviations are plans 

drawn by a legislature that have become law. In contrast to legislatively-drawn plans, 

court-drawn plans are held to a higher standard, and "must ordinarily achieve the goal 

of population equality with little more than de minimus variation." Chapman v. 

Meier, 420 U.S. 1,27 (1975). The United States Supreme Court has not defined what 

constitutes de minimus variations for a court-drawn plan.2 However, unlike a 

2Deviations in court-drawn maps have varied with some in the range of five to 
16 ten percent. See Burling v. Chandler, 804 A.2d 471 (N.H. 2002) (per curiam) (court
17 drawn map with 9.26 percent deviations in House plan); Below v. Gardner, 963 A.2d 
18 785 (N.H. 2002) (court-drawn map with 4.96 percent deviations in Senate plan); 
19 Chapman v. Meier, 407 F. Supp. 649 (D.N.D 1975), on remandfrom 420 U.S. 1 
20 (1975) (court-drawn map with 6.6 percent deviations). 
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legislative body that does not have to articulate the policy reasons for minor 

deviations from ideal population equality, unless the range of deviations exceeds ten 

percent, a court must enunciate the historically significant state policy or unique 

features that it relies upon to justify deviations from ideal popUlation equality. 

Connorv. Finch, 431 U.S. 407, 419-20 (1977). 

PERMISSIBLE STATE POLICIES WHICH JUSTIFY POPULATION 
DEVIATIONS 

{27} When called upon to draw a redistricting map, a court acts in equity and may 

adopt a plan submitted by a party, modify such a plan, or draw its own map. See 

O'Sullivan v. Bryer, 540 F. SUpp. 1200, 1202-03 (D.C. Kan. 1982). The most 

fundamental tenet ofjudicial administration and independence is that "the process 

must be fair, and it must [also] appear to be fair." See Peterson v. Borst, 786 N.E.2d 

668, 673 (Ind. 2003) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). This concept 

ofjudicial independence, that judges decide the merits of a case based on the facts 

and the law before them, without fear or favor, is particularly important in this area, 

which is fundamentally a political dispute. As Justice Felix Frankfurter observed in 

Colegrovev. Green, 328 U.S. 549, 554 (1946), "[t]heone stark factthatemerges from 

a study ofthe history of [legislative] apportionment is its embroilment in politics, in 
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the sense ofparty contests and party interests." Thus, his strong recommendation was 

that "[c]ourts ought not to enter this political thicket." ld. at 556. Unfortunately, 

because of the inability of our sister branches of government to find a way to work 

together and address the most significant decennial legislation to affect the voting 

rights of the adult citizens of our State, the jUdiciary in New Mexico finds itself 

embroiled in this political thicket. 

{28} Because the redistricting process is embroiled in partisan politics, when called 

upon to draw a redistricting map, a court must "do so with both the appearance and 

fact ofscrupulous neutrality." Peterson, 786 N.E.2d at 673. To avoid the appearance 

of partisan politics, a judge should not select a plan that seeks partisan advantage. 

Thus, a proposed plan that seeks to change the ground rules so that one party can do 

better than it would do under a plan drawn up by someone without a political agenda 

is unacceptable for a court-drawn plan. See Wilson v. Eu, 823 P.2d 545, 576-77 (Cal. 

1992) (in bank) (rejecting plans submitted by the parties because each had calculated 

partisan political consequences, the details which were unknown, leaving no 

principled way for the court to choose between the plans, while knowing that the 

court would be endorsing an unknown but intended political consequence if it chose 

one of the plans). 
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{29} A court's adoption of a plan that represents one political party's idea of how 

district boundaries should be drawn does not conform to the principle of judicial 

independence and neutrality. Peterson, 786 N.E.2d at 673. Although some courts are 

indifferent to political considerations such as incumbency or party affiliation, Burling 

v. Chandler, 804 A.2d 471,474 (N.H. 2002) (per curiam), other courts question the 

wisdom of such indifference, Gaffney, 412 U.S. at 753 (HIt may be suggested that 

those who redistrict and reapportion should work with census, not political, data and 

achieve population equality without regard for political impact. But this politically 

mindless approach may produce, whether intended or not, the most grossly 

gerrymandered results."). 

{30} The district court heard several of the parties' expert witnesses testify about 

court-drawn plans and partisan neutrality. One of the executive's expert witnesses 

who testified in this case agreed that a court should not select a plan that gives one 

political party a partisan advantage. Dr. Keith Gaddie testified that how political 

balance is shifted by the court plan when compared to the baseline map is an 

important consideration. Dr. Theodore Arrington also testified that when courts draw 

redistricting plans, there is more partisan balance and more competitive districts. Dr. 

Thomas Lloyd Brunell, the executive's other expert witness, put it more bluntly: 
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"[ c ]ourts ... try not to advance the purposes or the ability of one party to really elect 

a lot more people than the status quo ...." Whether these experts would have 

expressed concern about Executive Alternative Plan 3 is not known because they had 

testified before this plan was introduced into evidence. 

{31} Despite our discomfort with political considerations, we conclude that when 

New Mexico courts are required to draw a redistricting map, they must do so with the 

appearance of and actual neutrality. The courts should not select a plan that seeks 

partisan advantage. As was evident from the numerous plans drawn in this case, 

parties are capable of drawing maps that seek to give themselves a partisan 

advantage. This was true even when the party was able to maintain de minimus 

population deviations. When a court is required to draw a redistricting map, it is a 

desirable goal for the court to draw a partisan-neutral map that complies with both the 

one person, one vote doctrine and the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. To 

accomplish this goal, partisan symmetry may be one consideration. Although partisan 

asymmetry is not a reliable measure of unconstitutional partisanship, League of 

United Latin Am. Citizens, 548 U.S. at 420, it should be considered as "a measure of 

partisan fairness in electoral systems," id. at 466 (Stevens, J., concurring in part and 

dissenting in part). In addition, maintaining the political ratios as close to the status 
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quo as is practicable, accounting for any changes in statewide trends, will honor the 

neutrality required in such a politically-charged case. Districts should be drawn to 

promote fair and effective representation for all, not to undercut electoral competition 

and protect incumbents. It is preferable to allow the voters to choose their 

representatives through the election process, as opposed to having their representative 

chosen for them through the art of drawing redistricting maps. We believe that 

consistent and non-discriminatory application of historic legislative redistricting 

policies, in conjunction with limited flexibility in the court's search for ideal 

population equality, will be effective tools in drawing redistricting maps that avoid 

partisan advantage. In applying these rules, a court may be well advised to employ 

the services of an expert under Rule 11-706 NMRA. 

{32} However, because redistricting is primarily the responsibility of the State 

Legislature, courts must look at previous plans and policies when drawing 

redistricting maps. Even plans that pass the Legislature but fail to be enacted into 

law, such as House Bill 39, are due "thoughtful consideration." See Sixty-Seventh 

Minn. State Senate v. Beens, 406 U.S. 187, 197 (1972). Thoughtful consideration is 

important because redistricting ordinarily involves criteria, policies, and standards 

that have been publicly deliberated by both the legislative and the executive branches 
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of government in the exercise of their political judgment. More importantly, it is 

during the legislative process that the public regularly participates by commenting on 

policies and plans and observing the legislators deliberate the virtues of different 

policies and plans during open meetings. The Legislature is the voice of the people, 

and it would be unacceptable for courts to muzzle the voice of the people simply 

because the Legislature was unable, for whatever reason, to have its redistricting plan 

become law. 

{33} Adhering to policies adopted by the Legislature gives effect to the will of the 

majority of the people and is permissible in redistricting litigation. See White, 412 

U.S. at 795-96. Other courts have looked to state policies when drawing a 

redistricting plan. Bone Shirtv. Hazeltine, 387 F. Supp. 2d 1035, 1042 (D.S.D. 2005) 

(directing that a court should apply traditional state districting principles); Arizonans 

or Fair Representation v. Symington, 828 F. Supp. 684, 688 (D. Ariz. 1992), aff'd, 

507 U.S. 981 (1993) (a court may look to several neutral criteria in drawing a 

redistricting plan that is politically fair); Alexander v. Taylor, 51 P.3d 1204, 1211 

(Okla. 2002) ("Widely recognized 'neutral redistricting criteria' may be considered" 

when drawing a redistricting map."). 

{34} The bipartisan New Mexico Legislative Council adopted guidelines which set 
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forth policies that are similar to policies that have been recognized as legitimate by 

numerous courts. Testimony during the trial revealed that these guidelines, or other 

guidelines very similar in substance, have been followed in New Mexico since 1991. 

These guidelines were followed by the court in Jepsen, and should be considered by 

a state court when called upon to draw a redistricting map. The policies set forth in 

the guidelines that are relevant to state districts include: 

b. State districts shall be substantially equal in popUlation; no 
plans for state office will be considered that include any district with a 
total population that deviates more than plus or minus five percent from 
the ideal. 

d. Since the precinct is the basic building block of a voting 
district in New Mexico, proposed redistricting plans to be considered by 
the legislature shall not be comprised of districts that split precincts. 

e. Plans must comport with the provisions of the Voting Rights 
Act of 1965, as amended, and federal constitutional standards. Plans 
that dilute a protected minority's voting strength are unacceptable. Race 
may be considered in developing redistricting plans but shall not be the 
predominant consideration. Traditional race-neutral districting 
principles (as reflected below) must not be subordinated to racial 
considerations. 

f. All redistricting plans shall use only single-member districts. 

g. Districts shall be drawn consistent with traditional districting 
principles. Districts shall be composed of contiguous precincts, and 
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1 shall be reasonably compact. To the extent feasible, districts shall be 
2 drawn in an attempt to preserve communities of interest and shall take 
3 into consideration political and geographic boundaries. In addition, and 
4 to the extent feasible, the legislature may seek to preserve the core of 
5 existing districts, and may consider the residence of incumbents. 

6 {35} Some comment is necessary regarding these guidelines. Single-member 

7 districts are required by Section 3(C), Article IV of the New Mexico Constitution. 

8 Districts designed with contiguous precincts that are as compact as practicable are 

9 intended to comply with the requirements of NMSA 1978, Section 2-7C-3. 

10 Compactness and contiguity are important considerations because these requirements 

11 help to reduce travel time and costs. These considerations make it easier for 

12 legislative candidates to campaign for office, and once they are elected, to maintain 

13 close and continuing contact with the people they represent. It has also been 

14 suggested that compactness and contiguity greatly reduce, although they do not 

15 eliminate, the possibilities ofgerrymandering. Daniel D. Polsby & Robert D. Popper, 

16 The Third Criterion: Compactness as a Procedural Safeguard Against Partisan 

17 Gerrymandering, 9 Yale L. & Pol'y Rev. 301, 326-34 (1991). 

18 {36} Similarly, considering political and geographic boundaries furthers our 

19 representative government. Minimizing fragmentation of political subdivisions, 

20 counties, towns, villages, wards, precincts, and neighborhoods allows constituencies 
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1 to organize effectively and decreases the likelihood of voter confusion regarding 

2 other elections based on political subdivision geographics. See Prosser v. Elections 

3 Bd., 793 F. SUpp. 859, 863 (1992). 

4 {37} With respect to the legislative policy ofpreserving communities ofinterest, we 

5 recognize that this criterion may be subject to varying interpretations. We interpret 

6 communities of interest to include a contiguous popUlation that shares common 

7 economic, social, and cultural interests which should be included within a single 

8 district for purposes of its effective and fair representation. See 0 'Sullivan, 540 F. 

9 Supp. at 1204. The rationale for giving due weight to clear communities of interest 

lOis that "[ t]o be an effective representative, a legislator must represent a district that 

11 has a reasonable homogeneity of needs and interests; otherwise the policies he 

12 supports will not represent the preferences ofmost ofhis constituents." Prosser, 793 

13 F. Supp. at 863. 

14 {38} Incumbency considerations present their own difficulties. The United States 

15 Supreme Court in Karcher, 462 U.S. at 740, held that the legislative policy of 

16 avoiding contests between incumbents was included among legitimate objectives, 

17 which "on a proper showing could justify minor population deviations." See also 

18 White, 412 U.S. at 791 (" [I]n the context of state reapportionment ... the fact that 
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'district boundaries may have been drawn [to] minimize[] the number of contests 

between present incumbents does not in and of itself establish invidiousness. '" 

(quoting Burns v. Richardson, 384 U.S. 73,89 n.16 (1966)); Gaffney, 412 U.S. at 

752. However, incumbency protection cannot be justified if it is simply for the 

benefit of the officeholder and not in the interests of the constituents. League of 

United Latin Am. Citizens, 548 U.S. at 403. 

{39} In summary, we interpret United States Supreme Court precedent to permit 

courts encumbered with the responsibility to draw redistricting maps to be guided by 

legislative policies underlying state plans to the extent the policies do not violate 

either the constitution or the Voters Rights Act. Perryv. Perez, _ U.S. _,_, 

132 S. Ct. 934, 941-42 (2012) (per curiam). A court is not required to rigidly adhere 

to maximum population equality as long as the court can enunciate the state policy 

on which it relies in deviating from the ideal popUlation. By only deviating for 

enunciated state policy reasons, the court complies with the constitution and furthers 

the state's interests. In this case, we interpret the district court to have concluded that 

it was bound to a plus-or-minus one-percent popUlation deviation with the sole 

exception ofaddressing the requirements ofthe Voting Rights Act. This conclusion 

does not conform to our view of the proper legal standard to be applied in 
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redistricting cases as articulated above. Thus, we remanded this matter to the district 

court to draw its own redistricting map to avoid, to the extent possible, partisan bias, 

and to determine whether it could implement legitimate state policies by employing 

a more flexible approach to ideal population equality without departing from 

constitutional considerations. 

THE DISTRICT COURT SHOULD HAVE SCRUTINIZED ALL OF THE 
PLANS FOR POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

{40} The district court considered evidence regarding the partisan bias of various 

plans, and acknowledged the same in its findings of fact and conclusions of law. 

However, the plan ultimately adopted by the district court, Executive Alternative Plan 

3, did not undergo the same scrutiny for partisan bias that the majority of the plans 

that were previously considered had undergone. The executive parties introduced 

Executive Alternative Plan 3 into evidence on the last day of trial, after the political 

science experts who had scrutinized the plans before the district court were no longer 

available to testify. This plan was introduced during the testimony of Brian 

Sanderoff. Mr. Sanderoff pointed out the existence of significant partisan 

performance changes as compared with previously introduced executive plans; plans 

which the district court had previously heard from experts were partisan-neutral. 
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Consistent with that testimony about partisan perfonnance changes, the district court 

found that Executive Alternative Plan 3 increased Republican swing seats from five 

to eight over prior partisan-neutral executive plans. In addition, the number of 

majority Republican districts increased from 31 in the original executive plan to 34 

in Executive Alternative Plan 3.3 Mr. Sanderofftestified that Executive Alternative 

Plan 3 could have been drafted with less partisan change, perhaps with the use of 

slightly greater population deviations. Because ofboth this testimony and the district 

court's rejection of other plans for perceived partisan bias considerations, and 

because of its own recognition that the plan contained significant partisan 

perfonnance changes, the district court should have rejected Executive Alternative 

Plan 3 as well. At a minimum, the district court should have slowed the process down 

enough to detennine whether the significant partisan perfonnance changes could have 

been ameliorated by consideration of legitimate state policies and a more t1exible 

approach to population deviations that would not offend the constitution. 

{41} The incumbent pairings in Executive Alternative Plan 3 appear to have 

contributed to the plan's partisan perfonnance. Six districts were consolidated in 

3How these findings of fact are relevant and material to the status quo was not 
18 completely developed at the district court level. 
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areas that were underpopulated, two strong Democrat districts in North Central New 

Mexico, two strong Republican districts in Southeastern New Mexico, and a strong 

Republican district and a strong Democrat district that were consolidated in Central 

Albuquerque. The consolidated North Central district remained a strong Democrat 

district and the consolidated Southeastern district remained a strong Republican 

district. However, the consolidated Central Albuquerque district became a strong 

Republican district. When the vacant districts were moved to the more populous 

areas West ofAlbuquerque, two strong Republican and one strong Democrat districts 

were created. The result was a partisan swing of two strong seats in favor of one 

party. The three new seats, two Republican and one Democrat, correctly reflected the 

political affiliation of the population in the overpopulated areas on the West side of 

Albuquerque and in Rio Rancho, a result we do not question. However, the source 

of those three seats has a questionable partisan bias. Two of the consolidated seats, 

one a Democrat-Democrat consolidation in North Central New Mexico, and the other 

a Republican-Republican consolidation in Southeastern New Mexico, are partisan-

neutral in effect. The third consolidated district in Central Albuquerque is the one 

that raises questions. Despite combining a Republican and a Democrat seat, it 

resulted in a strongly partisan district favoring one party, in effect tilting the balance 
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for that party without any valid justification. The resulting district is oddly shaped 

in an area where compactness is apparently relatively easy to achieve, suggesting, at 

least in part, that the district was created to give political advantage to one party. 

This result was not politically neutral and raises serious questions regarding its 

propriety in a court-ordered plan that should be partisan-neutral and fair to both sides. 

Stated differently, a more competitive district should have been created if at all 

practicable to avoid this political advantage to one political party and disadvantage 

to the other. Competitive districts are healthy in our representative government 

because competitive districts allow for the ability of voters to express changed 

political opinions and preferences. See Alexander, 51 P.3d at 1212. 

{42} Although consolidation of districts coupled with moving one of the 

consolidated districts is not the only way to address popUlation disparities when 

drawing new district boundaries to comply with the Equal Protection Clause, in this 

case the district court appropriately exercised its equitable powers to insist on the 

consolidation of districts in the underpopulated regional areas ofNorth Central and 

Southeastern New Mexico, as well as Central Albuquerque. The problem previously 

noted with the Central Albuquerque consolidation is not the fact that the 

consolidation occurred, but the manner in which the consolidation was accomplished. 
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SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ON REMAND 


{43} In our previous order, we remanded this matter to the district court to draw a 

redistricting map with the assistance of an expert under Rule 11-706. The district 

court was instructed to include the Multi-TriballNavajo Nation partial plan within any 

redistricting map that the district court will draw. In addition, we required the district 

court to reject all ofthe previously submitted plans because ofthe political advantage 

sought by the parties. The accusation that we ordered the district court to reduce 

Republican seats in the House originates in the imagination ofthe accuser. We asked 

the court to draw its own map with the desired goal being to draw a partisan-neutral 

map that complies with both the one person, one vote constitutional doctrine, the 

requirements ofthe Voting Rights Act, and considers other historical and legitimate 

state redistricting principles. Although it has been suggested that a partisan-neutral 

map is illusory, the history of this case proves otherwise. The parties were able to 

draw maps that gave them each a political advantage and with popUlation deviations 

that likely would have passed constitutional scrutiny. A court, with a cautious eye 

toward neutrality, can make the good faith effort to draw a map that advantages 

neither political party. 

{44} Other concerns were alluded to in the order with the expectation that the 
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district court would give such concerns due consideration. However, the order does 

not specifically direct the district court what to do, if anything, about those concerns. 

The district court continues to have the discretion necessary to carry out its equitable 

jurisdiction. 

{4S} We provided the district court with the following instructions which we repeat 

here so as to document the instructions in this published opinion. 

In doing so, the district court should rely, as much as possible, on 
the evidence presently in the record, and it should not admit additional 
evidence from the parties. The district court should consider historically 
significant state policies as discussed herein through the use, where 
justified, of greater population deviations as set forth in the Legislati ve 
Council guidelines. At the district court's discretion, the parties may be 
permitted, but are not entitled, to file briefs identifying what state 
policies are supported by the evidence in the record that will assist the 
court in drawing a plan that results in less partisan performance changes 
and fewer divisions ofcommunities of interest than the plan it adopted. 
Also in the district court's discretion, Brian Sanderoff would be a 
permissible candidate to serve as a Rule 11-706 expert, because of time 
constraints and his established expertise. Whether or not to use any of 
the maps that were introduced into evidence as a starting point, 
including Executive Alternative Plan 3, is within the discretion of the 
district court. The parties shall have an opportunity to comment on a 
preliminary plan proposed by the district court before it ultimately 
adopts a final plan. The final map must take into account the following 
considerations: 

1. Population deviations. Executive Alternative Plan 3 achieved 
very low population deviations, but it was at the expense of other 
traditional state redistricting policies, the most evident being the failure 
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1 to keep communities of interest, such as municipalities, intact. Some 
2 cities were divided to maintain low population deviations among the 
3 different districts. On remand, the district court should consider whether 
4 additional cities, such as Deming, Silver City, and Las Vegas, can be 

maintained whole through creating a plan with greater than one-percent 
6 deviations. While low population deviations are desired, they are not 
7 absolutely required ifthe district court can justify popUlation deviations 
8 with the non-discriminatory application of historical, legitimate, and 
9 rational state policies. 

2. Partisan performance changes. On remand, the goal of any 
11 plan should be to devise a plan that is partisan-neutral and fair to both 
12 sides. If the district court chooses to begin with the plan it adopted 
13 previously, it should address the partisan performance changes and bias 
14 noted in this order, and if the bias can be corrected or ameliorated with 

enunciated non-discriminatory application ofhistorical, legitimate, and 
16 rational state policies, including through the use of higher population 
17 deviations, then the district court should do so. 

18 3. As part ofthe review ofpartisan performance changes, the 
19 district court should consider the partisan effects ofany consolidations. 

Any district that results from a Democrat-Republican consolidation, if 
21 that is what the district court elects to do, should result in a district that 
22 provides an equal opportunity to either party. In the alternative, some 
23 other compensatory action may be taken to mitigate any severe and 
24 unjustified partisan performance swing. The performance of created 

districts as well as those left behind should be justified. 

26 4. Hispanic "Majority JJ District in House District 67. It does not 
27 appear that the district court considered Hispanic citizen voting-age 
28 populations in reaching its decision, and it should do so on remand. 
29 Whatever its eventual form, the relevant Clovis community must be 

represented by an effective, citizen, majority-minority district as that 
31 term is commonly understood in Voting Rights Act litigation, and as it 
32 has been represented, at least in effect, for the past three decades. 
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CONCLUSION 

{46} For all of the foregoing reasons, we remand this matter to the district court to 

draw its own House redistricting map, taking into consideration the l.egal principles 

we have announced herein. The district court was "urged to make every effort to 

conclude this matter expeditiously, no later than February 27th, 2012, or otherwise 

advise this Court." All claims raised by Petitioners have been addressed in this 

Court's Order No. 33,386, dated February 10,2012, or are considered to be without 

merit. We emphasize that the principles articulated herein apply only to court-drawn 

maps. 

{47} IT IS SO ORDERED. 

WE CONCUR: 


14~-~ 
PATRICIO M. SERNA, Justice 
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5 JONATHAN B. SUTIN, Judge 
6 Sitting by designation, dissenting 
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SUTIN, Judge (dissenting). 

{48} I respectfully dissent. 

{49} Twelve years on the Court ofAppeals has taught me to abide by rules relating 

to standard of proof and review. I therefore look at Judge Hall's work under that 

framework, instead of how the Majority frames its approach. 

{50} The Majority reviews solely on a de novo basis. Majority Opinion ~ 14. But 

the manner in which the Majority reviews on that basis necessarily combines 

weighing and finding facts as well as applying law. This case is not one involving 

pure questions of law. As the Majority acknowledges, Judge Hall sat as a court in 

equity. He had considerable discretion in arriving at his determinations. He 

considered all ofthe facts, and he made his determinations based on facts he thought 

supported his determinations. Judge Hall did not abuse his discretion-abuse of 

discretion is the traditional standard of review in equity. Judge Hall weighed and 

found facts, and nothing shows that his findings were not supported by substantial 

evidence -sufficiency of evidence is the traditional standard of review in regard to 

fact weighing and fact finding. 

{51} The Majority justifies its approach for this reapportionment setting based on 

a theory that it "has a constitutional mandate to establish what the rule of law is and 

to clarify the law if it has not been interpreted correctly." Majority Order 13 (~ 8). 

In my view, the Majority is out of bounds. Judge Hall did not interpret any law 
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incorrectly. And, while the Majority has the prerogative to state what the rule oflaw 

is in New Mexico and to clarify the law, I see no reason for the Majority to have by

passed and ignored the traditional and important deference as to credibility 

determinations, fact finding, proof sufficiency, and discretion in equity given to trial 

judges, and then itself essentially assume the role ofthe trial judge while at the same 

time also then reviewing its own work. Long ago New Mexico stepped away from 

the territorial practice and procedure where a trial judge tried a case and, when the 

case was appealed, the same judge acting in the capacity of Supreme Court Justice 

reviewed his own decision for error. The Majority should not have stepped into 

Judge Hall's judicial shoes in this case. 

{52} I expressed a good deal of my thoughts in my necessarily hurried dissent 

attached to the Majority's Order entered in this matter on February 10, 2012. For 

what it is worth as the lone wolf in this case, I repeat that dissent below because it is 

the Majority's Opinion and not its Order that is published. Also, because of time 

constraints, I was unable to address in my dissent to the Order the merits ofthe issues 

that were decided by the Majority in that Order, I will address the merits here. 

Clovis 

{53} In regard to Clovis, looking at the totality ofcircumstances based on the proof 

presented, Judge Hall saw no Voting Rights Act violation. He was in no way 

required to continue in force the nearly twenty-eight-year-old, elephant-truncated, 
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unnaturally divided district created in Sanchez. Majority Opinion ~ 20. The burden 

was on those contending that no change should be made to that then legally 

gerrymandered district to prove that no change should be made. The Majority errs 

in placing the burden on Judge Hall to have shown that certain popUlation changes 

occurred in the district over the years that required a change. Further, it appears that 

the resulting district retained an Hispanic voting age popUlation above 50%. In 

addition, Judge Hall found that "[a]ll of the plans before the Court contain a 

significant number of Hispanic majority districts; however, the Court finds no 

persuasive evidence that Sec. 2 of the Voting Rights Act requires any particular 

Hispanic majority district be drawn. Judge Hall also found that "[o]f all the plans 

presented to the Court, Executive Alternate Plans 1, 2, and 3 maintain the highest 

number of districts with a Hispanic [voting age popUlation] over 50%." 

{54} I would not hang my hat as the Majority does on League of United Latin 

American Citizens (LULAC). Majority Order 8, 12 (~7); Majority Opinion ~~ 17,31, 

38. "The unique questionoflaw" inLULACwas "whether it was unconstitutional for 

Texas to replace a lawful redistricting plan 'in the middle of a decade,' for the sole 

purpose of maximizing partisan advantage." 548 U.S. at 456. LULAC is a 

congressional redistricting case with very different facts and issues. Within the 

Gingles totality of the circumstances, Voting Rights Act evaluation requirement, 

LULAC addressed the proportionality factor and then considered citizen voting age 
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population on a statewide basis after the district court made a finding regarding 

statewide citizen voting age population. Jd. at 438. LULAC does not set down a rule 

or principle that necessarily governs Judge Hall's determinations. 

{55} Those challenging the reapportionment with respect to Clovis failed in Judge 

Hall's assessment to prove the Gingles factors that would require a conclusion that 

the Voting Rights Act was violated and a remedial district must be formed. 

Furthermore, beyond the Gingles factors, neither the Majority nor a party has pointed 

out where data showing the percent ofHispanic citizen voting age population in the 

district in question was proved. In fact, one must question whether any underlying 

evidentiary support even exists to support such data for the particular district at issue. 

Brian Sanderoff, who worked on this case for the Legislative Council Service, and 

who apparently is Judge Hall's new Rule 706 expert at the strong suggestion of the 

Majority, testified that there was no data indicating the exact percentage ofHispanic 

citizen voting age popUlation in the existing districts or in the districts contained in 

any of the plans. I believe the Majority erred in requiring Judge Hall to rethink the 

evidence, and the lack thereof, or obtain further evidence in order to arrive at what 

the M&jority essentially holds is a mandatory Voting Rights Act remedial district. 

Majority Opinion ~~ 19-20; Majority Order 20-21 (~ 4). 

Minimum Population Deviation 

{56} In regard to the one man-one vote requirement embedded in constitutional law, 
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it is obvious that Judge Hall was very much aware of and attuned to the applicable 

United States Supreme Court and federal cases, as well as state case law. He knew 

the law on acceptable deviation from minimum population requirements. He did not 

misunderstand, misconstrue, or misapply the law in any regard. He applied the law 

correctly. He deviated where it was necessary under the Voting Rights Act or under 

any legitimate State interest to do so. In adopting the Native American Plan in order 

to protect Native American interests, the Executive and Judge Hall had to deal with 

population dispersion "ripple-effect" complications resulting from that plan's 

insertion in the map. Judge Hall did not deviate where the circumstances and proof 

offered failed, in his view, to establish any Voting Rights Act violation or to establish 

that a legitimate State interest would require deviation. I believe the Majority erred 

in concluding that Judge Hall misconstrued the law or did not apply the law correctly 

and in instructing Judge Hall to rethink the evidence and change his mind so as to 

provide for even further deviation notwithstanding his view that proofrequiring any 

such deviation was lacking. 

Partisan Effect 

{57} I think the Majority is mistaken in thinking that the "public will" is measured 

solely or even primarily from an un-enacted legislative plan and is also mistaken in 

its thinking that plans can be fully partisan free. The legislative plan passed with all 

Republicans and some Democrats voting against passage. The Governor, elected by 
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1 a will ofthe majority ofvoters, vetoed the plan. No attempt was made to override the 

2 veto. A highly qualified and experienced retired First Judicial District Court (Santa 

3 Fe) judge, who reflected no partisanship, scrupulously studied the facts and the law, 

4 and came to a considered and principled determination. Lawyers known to be highly 

5 partisan on both sides presented evidence and arguments. The Majority's view that 

6 "thoughtful consideration" means give more credence to the un-enacted legislative 

7 plan than to that offered and eventually modified by the Executive has no basis in law 

8 or reason. In no way has the "will of the majority of the people" or the "voice of the 

9 people" been "muzzle [d,]" Maj ority Opinion ~~ 21, 32-33, in the process here. 

10 {58} In challenging partisan effect, Petitioners Jennings and Lujan, as well as 

11 Maestas, indicated in their opening briefs that unlawful partisan bias is to be 

12 "significant." In their petition for writ ofsuperintending control, Petitioners Maestas 

13 and Egolfused the phrases "blatant partisan bias" and "demonstrably partisan effect." 

14 Petitioner Egolfused "severe" in his opening brief. Petitioners Jennings and Lujan 

15 also used the phrase "significant partisan change" in their response brief. The 

16 Majority faults Judge Hall for not "slow[ing] the process down enough to determine 

1 7 whether the significant parti san performance changes could have been ameli orated [ .]" 

18 (Emphasis added.) Majority Opinion ~ 40. Yet the Majority has not shown how any 

19 partisan effect here rises to a level of significance, severity, or blatancy sufficient to 

20 call for Judge Hall to rethink his work to arrive at "less partisan change[,]" id.; 
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Majority Order 20 (~~ 2-3), much less to arrive at the Majority's required neutrality. 

Nor has the Majority shown how a new plan addressing a purported Republican 

swing-seat advantage will not result in an attackable maintenance of some 

Democratic advantage. Judge Hall certainly did not indicate, with respect to swing 

seats, that there existed "significant" Republican partisan performance advantage and, 

when one considers Mr. Sanderoffs full testimony, Judge Hall could in his sound 

discretion have refused to view any Republican performance swing-seat advantage 

as justification for arriving at a different plan. Maintenance of and changes in seats 

ofone party or the other is an understandable effect of the reapportionment process. 

As the majority recognizes, Judge Hall sat as ajudge in a court of equity. Majority 

Order 6 (~3). Considerably more must exist here to say that Judge Hall abused his 

discretion. 

Other Matters 

{59} Among other statements and implications in the Majority's Opinion that have 

given me pause are the following. First, Judge Hall, and thus his plan, did not 

"seek[]" partisan advantage. Majority Opinion ~ 31. He did not try to "advance the 

purposes or the ability of one party to really elect a lot more people than the status 

quo." Majority Opinion ~ 30 (internal quotation marks omitted). Judge Hall 

expressly did not allow partisan considerations to control the outcome of [his] 

decision." Furthermore, as I have discussed earlier in this dissent, Judge Hall's plan 
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in no way produced any degree ofeven unintended partisan effect that required it to 

be overturned. 

{60} Second, I believe that the Majority's various statements that attempt to show 

the Executive in bad light go nowhere. Despite implications to the contrary, nothing 

in the record indicates that those challenging Judge Hall's plan did not receive a fair 

hearing or were denied the opportunity to later examine the Executive's expert or to 

call their own expert back, and nothing indicates that the Executive acted in bad faith. 

{61} Third, boiling the important cases down in terms of one man-one vote and 

population deviations based on legitimate state interests, cases in which the plans 

were enacted into law are inapposite. Chapman and Connor control here. See also 

Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 579 (stating that the "overriding objective must be substantial 

equality ofpopulation among the various districts, so that the vote of any citizen is 

approximately equal in weight to that of any other citizen in the [s ] tate " (emphasis 

added)). It bears repeating that Judge Hall did deviate, where he deviated he justified 

the deviation, and where Judge Hall did not deviate the record fails to reflect that 

those now challenging his plan justified deviations they felt were required under the 

law. 

{62} Fourth, the Majority's "appearance of and actual scrupulous neutrality," 

Majority Opinion ~ 31, principle does not hold water. It relies on misguided notions 

of"seek[ing] partisan advantage" and on "maintaining the political ratios as close to 
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the status quo as is practicable[.]" Id. Return to the status quo can only mean return 

to the now, unconstitutional, over-ten-years-old-population districts-involving 

districts that have dramatically changed in popUlation and districts that gave rise to 

the Democratic House seat total of thirty-eight and the Republican House seat total 

of thirty-two in 2011. There exists no recognizable validity to that status quo 

approach. Further, the partisan issue here is one seat gained by RepUblicans, hardly 

something to require Judge Hall to return to the creative drawing board in search of 

the illusory notion ofneutrality. Voters will "choose their representatives[,]" id., just 

fine under Judge Hall's plan. The idea that Judge Hall was not "consistent and non

discriminatory" in applying legitimate State interests, id., marginalizes, if not 

repudiates, a trial judge's basic and essential work and role in determining whether 

sufficient evidence exists to support a claim of inconsistency and discriminatory 

application of those interests. Such a notion outright and erroneously rejects Judge 

Hall's having given thoughtful consideration to the plans, policies, and interests. 

That rejection has no support in the record. Further, it seems to me a bit far fetched 

to engage in the hyperbolic phrases of "giv[ing] effect to the will of the majority of 

the people" and the "unaccept[ability] for courts to muzzle the voice of the people." 

Majority Opinion ~~ 32-33. Contrary to the view of the Majority, I believe that the 

integrity and legitimacy of the judiciary was not at risk in Judge Hall's hands nor 

were they diminished by Judge Hall's plan. 
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{63} Fifth, based on what I have discussed throughout my dissents, the view that 

Judge Hall's plan "did not undergo the same scrutiny for partisan bias that the 

majority of the plans that were previously considered had undergone[,]" Majority 

Opinion ~ 40, is unsupported in the record. 

Conclusion 

{64} The Maj ority Opinion is long on the law but falls short on the battlefield 

decisions. Determinations expressly or impliedly holding that Judge Hall violated the 

Fourteenth Amendment and the Voting Rights Act are unsupported in the record. 

The actual effects about which the Majority is concerned, even ifvalid to any degree, 

are too insubstantial to require the remand and "do over" required of Judge Hall. 

Other than its references to the Clovis area with unsupportable reliance on citizen 

voting age population data, and its concern about partisan effect relating to one 

district in Central Albuquerque, the Majority points to no particular district it 

considers to be unlawfully established. Its tail-end instruction that Judge Hall 

"consider whether additional cities, such as Deming, Silver City, and Las Vegas[] can 

be maintained whole through creating a plan with greater than one-percent 

deviations." Majority Order 19 (~ 1); Majority Opinion ~ 45(1), has little, ifany basis 

in the Majority's Order or Opinion. Based on the Majority's problematic review 

approach and erroneous intrusion into Judge Hall's bailiwick, on the Majority's 

unsupported view that Judge Hall incorrectly interpreted the law, on the Majority's 
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vague analyses of actual error on Judge Hall's part requiring remand to revamp the 

plan, and on the minimal impact of whatever swing-seat advantage the Republicans 

may have gained, one must wonder why the Majority has gone to the lengths it has 

to overturn Judge Hall's plan. 

{65} Based on what I have set out above and below, I respectfully dissent. The 

Majority should have affirmed Judge Hall and his plan, while at the same time setting 

out whatever rules or principles the Court thought constituted the rules courts of this 

State should follow in reapportionment cases. 

{66} The foregoing dissent has been prepared as Judge Hall is no doubt attempting 

to create a new plan that follows the dictates ofthe Majority. That plan will no doubt 

be affirmed by the Majority, given what Judge Hall is instructed to do.4 My only 

hope is that Judge Hall does not expressly confess error. 

Repeat of Dissent to Order Previously Entered 

{67} The Majority's decision that its order be filed immediately has allowed me time 

and opportunity to only generally address why I oppose the remand requiring Judge 

Hall to revamp the plan according to the rules laid down by the Majority. The 

immediacy has not allowed me time and opportunity to rebut the Majority's 

4 Different than the language and tenor of its Order, the Majority now 
19 attempts to ameliorate what it has instructed by saying that the Order did "not 
20 specifically direct the district court what to do, if anything," about the Majority's 
21 "concerns[,]" and that the district court "continues to have the discretion necessary 
22 to carry out its equitable jurisdiction." Majority Opinion ~ 44. 
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detenninations on the merits of the issues as contained in the order. Based on the 

detail in the order deciding the merits of the issues, and the requirement that Judge 

Hall change the plan, I tend to doubt that any follow-up Majority opinion will be 

needed, and I tend to doubt that the extensive detailed work required for a dissent will 

be useful. 

{68} I respectfully oppose entry of the Majority's remand order. There exists no 

need to require Judge Hall to consider facts and law that he has already thoroughly 

considered. There exists no need for reconsideration ofhow Judge Hall applied the 

law of population deviation when it is clear that he understood the law and did not 

misapply it. Nor is there a need to remand for Judge Hall to reconsider facts 

(implying, it seems, to also change his mind) relating to any alleged Fourteenth 

Amendment or Voting Rights Act violation or relating to secondary factors such as 

communities of interest. 

{69} Ofcourse, this Court is not to rubber stamp Judge Hall's work and plan. At the 

same time, however, it is important to note that the Supreme Court's appointment of 

Judge Hall was purposeful and an excellent choice. Judge Hall was a highly 

respected judge for his fairness, good judgment, principled and rational decisions, 

seasoned analytic ability, and his ability to grasp complex issues. In his known 

judicial capacity, Judge Hall did not act arbitrarily. In these important circumstances, 

Judge Hall would not and did not, here, create a plan that he saw or felt or believed 
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contained any partisan effect or bias that violated the Fourteenth Amendment. He 

would not have put forth a plan if the evidence supported a determination that the 

plan violated the Voting Rights Act. He would not have created a plan that would fail 

to withstand strict scrutiny. In his consideration of secondary factors, he would not 

have created a plan that, in his view, failed to protect communities of interest. 

{70} Reapportionment cases are known for their rampant partisanship, whether at 

the legislative level or in the court. The cases are complex. Population increase over 

ten years requires change. Redistricting is necessary. Expert map drawers, political 

scientists, and historians are involved. Witness testimony and documentary evidence 

fills volumes. The quest for the perfectly neutral reapportionment map devoid of 

partisan effect or bias is illusory. Parties and courts quote what they want from the 

United States Supreme Court and lower federal courts, as well as from state courts, 

for favorable language to support their positions. 

{71} The overriding goal is popUlation equality and to serve the constitutional 

principle of "one man-one vote." Once in court, the search involves pathways 

through various proposed plans offered by partisans. Those in power want to keep 

their seats and obtain more seats; those out of power want to keep their seats and 

obtain more seats. The court must give thoughtful consideration to the plans and 

listen to the arguments. First and foremost, the court sits in equity and tries to 

structure a plan within the constraints ofthe Fourteenth Amendment and the Voting 
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1 Rights Act. 

2 {72} If, in drawing a plan, the court exceeds minimal population deviation, the court 

3 must justify the deviation based on legitimate state interests which appear to consist 

4 oftraditional state redistricting policies and practices. Here, the court started with the 

5 c1ear constitutional mandate of minimum deviation from population equality. At 

6 some point, Judge Hall determined that he was required to substantially deviate from 

7 population equality with regard to Native American communities in order to satisfy 

8 the requirements of the Voting Rights Act. Judge Hall appropriately justified the 

9 deviation. See Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30, 50-51 (1986) (explaining what 

10 proof is necessary for a court to find a violation of Section 2 of the Voting Rights 

11 Act). 

12 {73} With respect to the popUlation deviation that Judge Hall maintained at minimal 

13 levels, he had nothing to "justify" because that minimal deviation is what the law 

14 requires unless a deviation is necessary to satisfy legitimate state interests. Those 

15 attacking minimal deviation have the burden ofadvocating for a particular deviation 

16 and then justifying the deviation based on legitimate state interests. To the extent 

17 parties launched that attack, Judge Hall determined that the evidence presented was 

18 insufficient to require a deviation. To the extent that parties attacked Judge Hall's 

19 plan because it unfairly diluted Hispanic voting power, Judge Hall determined that 

20 the evidence presented was insufficient to support any claimed violation of the 
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Fourteenth Amendment or the Voting Rights Act. Moreover, all of the plans split 

some communities of interest. Furthermore, communities of interest are defined in 

many different ways, they are what they are based on the eyes of the beholder, and 

are, for the most part, partisan driven. 

{74} The parties now attacking Judge Hall's plan submitted extensive requested 

findings of fact and conclusions of law stating the various reasons why their 

respective plans should be adopted by the court. Judge Hall did not adopt their 

requested findings, thereby effectively finding against those parties and the propriety 

of their plans. The parties have not attacked with the required specificity Judge 

Hall's findings of fact, among which are: that his plan includes thirty districts with 

Hispanic voting age population over 500/0, maintaining the highest number ofdistricts 

with a Hispanic voting age population over 50%; that incorporating the Native 

American plans caused the number ofswing districts of49-51 % to increase from five 

to eight, and the number ofmajority Republican performance districts (over 500/0) to 

reach 34; that his plan avoids splitting communities of interest (particularly the 

Native American communities of interest) to a reasonable degree; that he gave 

thoughtful consideration to all plans (plus amended, modified, and alternative), 

including the unenacted Legislative Plan; that he considered the totality of 

circumstances when considering whether the plan violated the Voting Rights Act. 

{7S} The issues on which the Majority want to remand this case are intensely fact
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1 based and fact-driven. This Court should not and has no need to (1) disregard the 

2 exceptional care Judge Hall took in determining whether the parties attacking the plan 

3 and advocating their own plans fulfilled their proof burdens and (2) draw a 

4 conclusion that, as a matter oflaw, those parties proved a Fourteenth Amendment or 

5 Voting Rights Act violation or that some secondary factor necessarily overrides the 

6 plan. 

7 {76} Nothing in this case shows that Judge Hall failed to consider all ofthe evidence 

8 presented. Nothing shows that he failed to give thoughtful consideration to 

9 everything offered by the parties. From the record and from his extensive findings 

10 of fact and conclusions oflaw, it is readily apparent that Judge Hal1 considered all of 

11 the evidence and gave thoughtful consideration to the presentations of the parties. 

12 {77} Judge Hall looked at the various plans, discussed his concerns about several 0 

13 them, and made suggestions to parties about how they might improve the palatabilit 

14 of their plans by considering certain changes. Some made changes; others did not 

15 This was the process Judge Hall chose instead ofattempting to draw a virgin plan. I 

16 fact, to adopt aspects of plans proposed by the executive and legislative partie 

17 following extensive testimony and plan modifications indicates a process tha 

18 considers the will of the people,5 I do not agree with the Majority that Judge Hall' 

18 51 note that the "will of the people" was involved here from start to finish. 
19 While the legislative plan passed the House, all Republicans and a few Democrats 
20 voted against passage, the Governor vetoed the plan, any veto override was 
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process was flawed because it did not satisfy a requirement of judicial neutrality 0 

independence. 

{78} In my view, nothing in the Majority's cited case of Peterson v. Borst, 78 

N.E.2d 668 (Ind. 2003), which involved a City-County redistricting plan, require 

remand. I see no basis on which to question Judge Hall's or "the judiciary's' 

neutrality and independence given the nature of the trial; the manner in which Judg 

Hall conducted the trial; the parties' full opportunity to present their witnesses 

documents, and arguments; Judge Hall's detailed study of the various plans; and hi 

interactions with the parties and recommended plan changes. Judge Hall handled thi 

case "in a manner free from any taint ofarbitrariness or discrimination." See id. at 67 

(quoting Connor v. Finch, 431 U.S. 407, 415 (1977». 

{79} Ultimately, based on how he viewed all of the vanous plans and an 

modifications made, and based on how he evaluated the credibility of the witnesses 

the models, the various analyses, and the reasonableness of testimony and counsel' 

arguments, Judge Hall thought that the Executive Plan, as modified, was a fair 

reasonable, and appropriate plan. 

{80} All plans suffered from partisan effect. Will any plan be devoid of som 

partisan effect? The parties that contend that the plan must be overturned state th 

unlikely and not attempted, Judge Hall rejected the legislative plan, and several 
parties advocating their interests fully presented their positions and views at trial. 
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standard to be "severe" and "significant" partisan bias. There exists no evidence i 

this case that Judge Hall intended or adopted a plan that violated the Fourteent 

Amendment because ofsevere or significant partisan bias. Nothing in the plan show 

any egregiousness, and nothing in the evidence indicates that any attempt at neutral it 

(which, although not a word used in the Order, is what I believe the Majority actuall 

requires) or, even as the Order indicates, "less partisan effect," will relieve th 

challengers or the Majority of their view that any Republican advantage that result 

in seat gain from the status quo constitutes a partisan bias that violates the Fourteen 

Amendment. Democrats keep their statewide majority under the plan. Severa 

districts with Republican advantage are competitive. Judge Hall's plan was in no wa 

driven by partisan bias. Nothing in the record indicates that Judge Hall's goal, muc 

less overriding goal, was to effect partisan change. If the Majority wants Judge Hal 

to move things around to obtain "less partisan effect," does that take us to some so 

of status quo, and will the status quo violate population shifting requirements? Th 

answer to the question of partisan bias can depend in part on tests or models used 

Several were under consideration. Judge Hall was not required to apply anyone 0 

them in particular or to rely on them as the sole basis on which to decide whether th 

proof showed a partisan effect or bias that violated the Fourteenth Amendment 

Furthermore, no evidence bound Judge Hall to find that there was actual harm 0 

undue prejudice to Democrats, who continue to maintain a majority ofthe seats in th 
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House. 

{8I} There exists no basis on which to learn more from Judge Hall on any issue 

Nothing in the record shows that Judge Hall abused his discretion in any respect. H 

did not misapprehend or misconstrue the law. He was in no way arbitrary. He doe 

not need to provide further explanation about his determinations. Nothing proves tha 

the plan will create serious problems in the future. This matter is not in need 0 

remand. Judge Hall's plan is an appropriate stopping place. The election proces 

needs to go forward now, without a delay ofreconsideration or instruction essentiall 

requiring Judge Hall to reduce Republican seats, without the delay of a 706 expe 

already shown through his testimony to have opinions about issues in the case, an 

without a delay involving the required opportunity to comment on any new plan or an 

changes. The stopping point ofJudge Hall's plan is eminently more wise and fair tha 

the stopping point of the next, reconstituted plan, with no fair opportunity to follo 

allowing the party opposing the plan to obtain relief in this Court. 

JONAT IN, Judge 
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